Private Lessons with Jennifer Serr

By appointment only

Private lessons with Jennifer are perfect at any level for Budding Designers Fashion Students in High School and College as well as the Advanced Sewing Enthusiast.

Jennifer has over 20 years experience in the garment industry and has taught in the Fashion Department of California College of the Arts. Additionally she spent a decade creating couture wedding gowns for private clients.

Private Lessons are a FOCUSED way to gain the Skills you need to move forward with your goals.

Private Lesson Pricing
$190 / 1 ½ hour Lesson

In a private lesson, the student works one-on-one with Jennifer. Jennifer’s goal is to help build student CONFIDENCE by advancing their SKILLS in sewing and/or pattern making. A better understanding of garment construction and pattern fitting, begin to evolve with each new project.

Lesson Plans
Created, AS NEEDED with the student in mind

Students may take one or more private lessons as needed. If the student is interested in a CAREER in Fashion or has a specific goal in mind, we can discuss a plan of action. The “Lesson Plan” will be developed through conversation regarding the goals and personal aspirations of the student. A timeline will be created and the student should plan on multiple lessons with homework in between. The student’s budget & timeline will be kept in mind when creating the plan.

What you get at every level-
- ONE 1½ hour class
- Focused attention with a 1:1 student/teacher ratio
- Safe, clean & nurturing classroom setting
- Machine & Iron Safety
- Machine threading and operation instruction (as needed)
- Guidance & Instruction specific to Lesson Plan
- Lesson Plan Developed specifically for Individual Student (as needed)

Some of the topics that may be covered in your Private Lesson might include

- Beginning, Intermediate or Advanced Sewing Techniques
- Couture Sewing Techniques
- Pattern drafting
- Pattern fitting
- Copying garments
- Garment draping